#1405 Micro 2 LED Lightbank

Assembly / Disassembly
- Front lens screen mounts to body with Velcro™.
- Select the mounting hardware for your light - see photos below.

Use
- Front screen can be left on the lightbank body.
- Fold the frame for easier storage and transport.

Frame Attributes
- Light Weight
- Folding -- No Poles

Lens Screen Attributes
- Efficient Light Transmission
- Blends LEDs Into Single Source

Fits
- Litepanels Micro
- Lowel Blender
- Zylight Z90
- 4” x 4” LED Lights

Comes With:
- Folding Frame
- LS30 Lens Screen
- LS05 Lens Screen
- Long & Short Mount Studs
- Thumb Screw

Optional Front Lens Screen
- LS330 Lens Screen